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Abstract

The selection of the most descriptive terms
or passages from text is crucial for several
tasks, such as feature extraction and sum-
marization. In the majority of the cases, re-
search works propose the ranking of all can-
didate keywords or sentences and then se-
lect the top-ranked items as features, or as a
text summary respectively. Ranking is usu-
ally performed using statistical information
from text (i.e., frequency of occurrence, in-
verse document frequency, co-occurrence in-
formation). In this paper we presentSeman-
ticRank, a graph-based ranking algorithm
for keyword and sentence extraction from
text. The algorithm constructs asemantic
graph using implicit links, which are based
on semantic relatedness between text nodes
and consequently ranks nodes using different
ranking algorithms. Comparative evaluation
against related state of the art methods for
keyword and sentence extraction shows that
SemanticRankperforms favorably in previ-
ously used data sets.

1 Introduction

Graph based ranking algorithms can be very help-
ful when searching for important pages in the World
Wide Web, members in a social network, or authors
in a publication database. Such algorithms capital-
ize on the existence of explicit links (e.g., hyperlinks,
citations) between the graph vertices. In the case of
flat text collections, neither links nor citations exist,
so the need to devise implicit edges between text key-
words or sentences arises. One feasible solution is to
exploit the contextual information of terms and create
semantic graphs from text based on content similar-
ity. However, conceptual analysis of text has a strong
potential in this direction, since it reveals latent sim-
ilarities between text segments that discuss the same
subject but with different terminology. In this direc-
tion, we introduceSemanticRank, a new algorithm
for ranking text segments.SemanticRankcomprises
two steps: (a) creation of semantic graphs from text

using both semantic and statistical information, and
(b) application of a graph-based ranking algorithm
that exploits the edges’ weights.

The key contributions of this work are: (1) a novel
method for the construction and weighting of the se-
mantic graph, which contains text segments (terms or
sentences) as nodes and weighted edges that capture
the semantic relatedness (i.e., relatedness in mean-
ing) between nodes but also consider statistical in-
formation, (2) the modular design of the method,
which allows any graph-based ranking algorithm to
be employed, and (3) thorough experimental evalua-
tion of SemanticRankin the keyword extraction and
text summarization tasks, and evaluation of several
alternatives for the graph-based ranking component.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 presents the prelim-
inaries of SemanticRank: the semantic relatedness
measure, the graph creation process and the ranking
algorithm alternatives. Section 4 provides the details
of our method. Section 5 presents the experimental
evaluation ofSemanticRankin two different tasks:
keyword extraction and text summarization. Finally,
Section 6 concludes and provides pointers to future
work.

2 Related Work

This work addresses the problem of extracting the
most representative keywords and sentences from
text as a means of text summarization. More specif-
ically, SemanticRankcapitalizes on the creation of
term and sentence graphs from text and on graph-
based ranking algorithms in order to support the fol-
lowing tasks: (a) keyword extraction from text, which
is performed by selecting the top-ranked terms as the
most representative ones, and (b) text summarization,
which is done by selecting the top ranked sentences
as the most representative ones. For this reason, a
survey of research works in keyword extraction and
text summarization, with emphasis on graph-based
approaches is necessary to understand the require-
ments for these tasks, to locate benchmark data sets,
and state of the art graph-based approaches for the
comparative evaluation.



2.1 Keyword Extraction

Keyword extraction is an important task in document
indexing, and strongly affects the performance of re-
trieval, classification, clustering, and summarization.
Most keyword extraction approaches rely on statis-
tical measures such as term frequency (TF), inverse
document frequency (IDF), and variations (Aizawa,
2003). Several works in keyword extraction construct
semantic networks from text in order to capture the
implicit relations between the individual candidates.
Huang et al. (2006) propose the construction of one
semantic network per document, and use edges that
capture syntactic relations between document terms.
Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) suggest a semantic net-
work model where edges express the co-occurrence
of terms in the document’s sentences. Wang et al.
(2007) employ the well knownPageRankalgorithm
to perform word sense disambiguation (WSD) and
keyword extraction from documents. The graphs that
they construct are always subgraphs of theWordNet
thesaurus1, which results in low text coverage.

In this work we aim at the design and implemen-
tation of a keyword extraction algorithm that takes
into account different aspects of text, such as statisti-
cal information and the semantic relatedness between
keywords. To the best of our knowledge, the cur-
rent work is the first to propose a semantic network
construction model for keyword extraction based on
measures of semantic relatedness between keywords.
In Section 3 we discuss the employed measure of se-
mantic relatedness, which utilizes bothWordNetand
Wikipedia2 to increase term coverage.

2.2 Text Summarization

The aim of automatic text summarization is to gen-
erate a summary of a pre-specified length for a given
input text. TheDocument Understanding Conference
(DUC) 3 series have provided benchmark data sets
with documents and manually generated summaries,
which can be used for the evaluation of any automatic
text summarizer. Research works in this area con-
duct automatic text summarization by selecting the
most important sentences from the input texts (Stein-
berger and Jezek, 2009). Baseline methods are based
on the observation that important sentences inside a
text usually occur at its beginning. Thus, a straight-
forward baseline is to select the firstk sentences as a
summary of the text, and settingk in such a way that
does not violate the summary length restriction.

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
2http://wikipedia.org
3http://duc.nist.gov/. Recently it has been renamed toText Understand-

ing Conference(TAC).

Another important class of automated text summa-
rization methods is that of cohesion-based methods.
Such methods assume that the important sentences
or paragraphs of a given text document are the most
connected entities in more or less elaborate semantic
structures inside the text. In this direction, the meth-
ods construct a graph for each text document, with the
vertices being the document sentences, and attempt to
determine the most connected vertices in each graph.
These methods are further classified depending on
how the graph’s edges are constructed, for exam-
ple using word co-occurrences (Salton et al., 1997),
local salience and grammatical relations (Boguarev
and Kennedy, 1997), co-reference (Baldwin and Mor-
ton, 1998), and combinations of the aforementioned
(Mani and Bloedorn, 1998).

More recently, some cohesion-based methods have
attempted to capture the semantic similarity of sen-
tences inside a text document, and rank sentences in
the constructed semantic graph. For example in the
method of Mihalcea and Tarau (2004), the graph con-
tains a vertex for each sentence of the given text doc-
ument, and weighted edges between sentence. The
weights represent the semantic similarity between
sentences and are actually the contextual overlap be-
tween the sentences’ terms. ThePageRankalgorithm
is then applied to rank sentences in each of the con-
structed semantic graphs. In the method of Litvak and
Last (2008), the vertices are again the sentences of
the given text document and the edges represent the
syntactic relations between them. Finally, theHITS
algorithm is applied on the graph for ranking the sen-
tences.

The conclusion from the literature review is that
modern trends in graph-based approaches focus on
novel methodologies for weighting edges and con-
structing semantic graphs, and employ standard tech-
niques for ranking vertices, such asPageRank, HITS,
or variations. Another important finding is that the
potentiality of creating the edges between the vertices
based on measures of semantic relatedness among the
respective nodes is unexploited so far, and this is the
core of the current work. Thus, the main difference
betweenSemanticRankand the aforementioned ap-
proaches is that our edge weighting method employs
a measure of semantic relatedness between sentences,
that is based onWordNetand Wikipedia. The mo-
tivation behind such a perspective is that such se-
mantic graphs would capture the similarity in mean-
ing among the graph vertices, which was neglected
by previous approaches. Finally, regarding the data
sets used for evaluation, most works in text summa-
rization use pastDUC data, whereas in the case of
keyword extraction a subset from theInspecbiblio-



graphic database has been used in several cases in the
past (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Hulth, 2003).

3 Terminology and Preliminaries

A graph-based method for ranking keywords or sen-
tences by constructing semantic graphs comprises
two steps: (a) the creation of the semantic graph, with
keywords or sentences as vertices, and edges con-
structed based on a semantic similarity measure be-
tween vertices (c.f. Section 3.2), and (b) the adapta-
tion of a new or existent ranking algorithm which an-
alyzes the graph structure and ranks the nodes. Sec-
tion 3.1 introduces the used terminology. In Section
3.2 we explain how the first step is done bySemanti-
cRank, and in Section 3.3 we present several alterna-
tives for the second step.

3.1 Terminology

In the following we denote withT (ti, tj) a pair of
terms that occur in text documentT . We also as-
sume thatT is a member of a document collectionD
given as input to our method.O represents the used
knowledge-base (e.g., thesaurus, dictionary); in our
case we are using two such knowledge-bases, namely
WordNetand Wikipedia. With SRO(ti, tj) we de-
note the semantic relatedness between termsti and
tj usingO for its computation, andSRS(A,B) repre-
sents the semantic relatedness between text segments
A andB (e.g., documents, sentences).

ConcerningWordNet, Si (Sj) represents the set of
the different meanings (senses) with whichti (tj)
may appear inO. Pij denotes the set of paths con-
necting senses inSi with senses inSj , as these may
be found usingO. P k

ij represents one such path in
the set of pathsPij , namely thekth path. Sij stands
for the set of all possible sense pairs between the
set of sensesSi and the set of sensesSj . Thus,
|Sij | = |Si| ∗ |Sj |. Respectively,Sm

ij stands for one
such combination, namely themth combination.

With regards to Wikipedia,W refers to all the
Wikipediaarticles. Withai we denote theWikipedia
article for termti. In(ai) is the set ofWikipediaarti-
cles that contain at least one link toai.

Finally, if di is the ith document ofD and ta a
term in di, then we denote withTF-IDF(ta, di) =
Count(ta,di)

|di|
· log2

Count(ta,D)+1
|D| theTF-IDF weight of

ta in di, where |di| is the number of term occur-
rences indi, |D| is the number of documents inD,
Count(ta, di) the number of occurrences ofta in di,
andCount(ta,D) the number of documents inD that
containta.

3.2 Creating Semantic Graphs from Text

A huge volume of literature has been created on
how to construct semantic graphs addressing vari-
ous applications, such as word sense disambiguation
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009), keyword and sentence ex-
traction (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Litvak and Last,
2008; Yeh et al., 2008), and computation of semantic
relatedness or similarity between terms (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006;
Milne and Witten, 2008).

In this work we adopt a semantic graph construc-
tion method which is able to capture the semantic
relatedness between terms, as well as text segments.
For our purposes we adoptOmiotis, the measure pro-
posed by Tsatsaronis et al. (2010) in order to con-
struct and weigh the edges of the semantic graph.
Omiotis is a knowledge-based measure of semantic
relatedness that may capture the semantic relatedness
between both keywords and text segments (e.g., sen-
tences, documents), allowing us to construct both se-
mantic keyword graphs for keyword extraction, and
semantic sentence graphs for sentence extraction and
summarization. Our selection also lies in the fact that
Omiotishas been shown to perform very well com-
pared to other known measure of semantic related-
ness or similarity in tasks such as term-to-term simi-
larity (Tsatsaronis et al., 2010; Budanitsky and Hirst,
2006). However, sinceOmiotisrelies solely inWord-
Net, we enhance the coverage ofSemanticRankby
complementing the edge weighting with an additional
Wikipedia-based measure, namely the measure pro-
posed by Milne and Witten (MLN) (2008). In Section
3.2.1 we explain how these two measures are com-
bined in order to compute the semantic relatedness
between terms, and in Section 3.2.2 we explain how
semantic relatedness is captured between sentences.

3.2.1 Semantic Relatedness Between Terms

The measure presented in (Tsatsaronis et al., 2010)
defines the semantic relatedness between a pair of
terms as shown in Equation 1, where the knowledge-
baseO is WordNet(WN).

SRWN(ti,tj)=maxm{maxk{SCM(Sm
ij ,P k

ij)·SPE(Sm
ij ,P k

ij)}}

(1)
whereSCM andSPEare calledSemantic Compact-
ness and Semantic Path Elaborationrespectively.
Their product measures the weight of the path con-
necting the two senses inSm

ij , taking into account: the
path length, the type of the semantic edges compris-
ing it, and the depth of the intermediate nodes in the
WN senses hierarchy. The semantic relatedness be-
tween two termsti, tj , whenti ∈ WNandtj /∈ WN,



or vice versa, is considered0. The intuition behind
Equation 1 is that the semantic relatedness between
two terms should be computed based on thehighest
valuepath connecting any pair of senses of the two
terms. The computation of thevalue takes into ac-
count in tandem all of the aforementioned factors.

In order to enhance the coverage of the measure in
Equation 1, we combine it with theWLM Wikipedia-
based measure of Milne and Witten (2008), which is a
low-cost solution for measuring relatedness between
terms using theWikipediaarticles and link structure
as a knowledge base. The semantic relatedness be-
tween two termsti andtj according toWLM is de-
fined as shown in Equation 2. The intuition behind
this formula is that the semantic similarity between
two terms becomes higher, as the number of arti-
cles pointing to both respectiveWikipediaarticles in-
creases (i.e., as the percentage of the articles linking
to both pages compared to the number of articles link-
ing to either of them increases).

SRWiki(ti,tj)=
log(max{|In(ai)|,|In(aj)|})−log(|In(ai)∩In(aj)|)

log(|W |)−log(min{|In(ai)|,|In(aj)|})

(2)
We combine the two measures in a single measure

SRT(ti, tj), as shown in Equation 3. The reason we
prioritize SRWN(ti, tj) from SRWiki(ti, tj), when both
terms exist inWN, is because the former measure has
shown much better performance in capturing the se-
mantic relatedness between terms.

SRT(ti, tj) =



















1, ti = tj

SRWN(ti, tj), if ti, tj ∈ WordNet

SRWiki(ti, tj), if ti, tj ∈ Wikipedia

0, otherwise
(3)

3.2.2 Semantic Relatedness Between Texts
To quantify the semantic relatedness for a pair of

text segments, we build upon theSRTmeasure, but
also take into account the statistical importance of
the terms occurring in the respective texts. Given
two text segmentsA andB, and two termsta ∈ A
andtb ∈ B, a measure that combines the statistical
importance ofta and tb, according to (Tsatsaronis
et al., 2010), is the harmonic mean of theirTF-IDF
weights. We denote this quantity asλta,tb

. Then for
each termta ∈ A, we search for the corresponding
termtb ∈ B, which we symbolize withb∗, that maxi-
mizes the product of their combined statistical impor-
tance and semantic similarity. In our case,b∗ is found
by Equation 4. Similarly we can find for eachtb ∈ B
the correspondinga∗.

b∗ = arg max
tb∈B

{λta,tb
· SRT(ta, tb)} (4)

After finding the set of allb∗ anda∗ terms, the se-
mantic relatedness between the two textsA andB is
computed as shown in Equation 5.

SRS(A,B) =
θ(A,B) + θ(B,A)

2
(5)

whereθ(A,B) = 1
|A|

∑

ta∈A λta,b∗ ·SRT(ta, b∗), and
θ(B,A) can be computed respectively. The measure
in Equation 5 is the measure used bySemanticRankto
construct the edges between sentence vertices in the
case of the semantic sentence graphs for text summa-
rization. Regarding which sense of each term is used
for the computation of its semantic relatedness with
any other term, the senses that maximize the measure
in Equation 3 are picked in each case.

3.3 Ranking Nodes in Semantic Graphs

For the purposes of our experimentation we will
be evaluatingSemanticRankwith variations of the
known PageRankand HITS algorithms. Some of
those variations are applied for the first time in the
framework of ranking nodes in semantic graphs.
However, as will be explained in Section 4, inSe-
manticRank, any available vertex ranking methodol-
ogy can be used instead.

The original versions ofPageRankandHITS rely
on the”rich get richer” model, which is based on ex-
plicit links and ignores edges weights. More specif-
ically, HITS prioritizes good hubs and authorities,
whereas PageRank uses a dampening factor (β) in or-
der to avoid clique attacks and promote the centrality
of nodes. However, in the case of graphs with implic-
itly devised links, like in semantic graphs, the edges
carry weights, which must be taken into account. In
this direction, we employ a modified version of the
original PageRankalgorithm, first introduced by Mi-
halcea and Tarau (2004). The modifiedPageRankis
shown in Equation 6.

WPR(i) = (1−β) + β ·
∑

j∈IN(i)

wij · WPR(j)
∑

k∈OUT(j) wjk

(6)

wherei, j, k represent vertices,IN(i) andOUT(j) are
the sets ofinlink nodes ofi andoutlink nodes ofj
respectively, andwij is the weight of the edge be-
tween nodesi andj. In the case of semantic graphs
constructed for keyword extraction, nodes are terms,
and, thus,wij = SRT(ti, tj). In the case of seman-
tic graphs constructed for text summarization,i andj
are sentences, and, thus,wij = SRS(i, j).

Similarly to the modification shown in Equation 6
for PageRank, we can define a weighted version of



HITS. The respectiveauthority and hub scores are
shown in Equations 7 and 8.

authority(i) =
∑

j∈In(i)

wi,j · hub(j) (7)

hub(i) =
∑

j∈Out(i)

wi,j · authority(j) (8)

The aforementioned modifications have been al-
ready applied in the past in the case of seman-
tic graphs, with application to keyword extraction
and text summarization (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004;
Mihalcea, 2004), although using different semantic
graphs. For the extraction of the most important
nodes, the modifiedPageRankversion is used to rank
the nodes according to their finalPageRankvalues,
and the modifiedHITS to rank nodes according to
their final authority values. In this work, we also
consider and evaluate two additional modifications of
PageRankin order to rank vertices in the case of the
semantic keyword graphs. The first modification, that
we callAveraged PageRank Weighting(APW) is pre-
sented in Equation 9, and is used after the weighted
PageRankof Equation 6 has executed. The intu-
ition behindAPW is that each vertexti in the case
of the keyword semantic graphs, has a known im-
portance based on its frequency of occurrence (TF-
IDF weight) inside the given document collectionD.
Thus,APW considers both the importance of vertex
ti inside its semantic graph, and inside its document
collection.

APW(ti) =
1

2
(
WPR(ti)
WPRmax

+
TF-IDF(ti, dj)

TF-IDFmax
) (9)

wheredj the specific document from which the se-
mantic keyword graph is created,WPRmax is the
maximumPageRankscore found in this graph, and
TF-IDFmax is the maximumTF-IDF weight found in
documentdj .

The secondPageRankmodification that is em-
ployed for the first time in the case of semantic key-
word graphs is thepriors biased PageRank(P-PR)
discussed in (White and Smyth, 2003). The idea is
very similar to the works in (Haveliwala, 2002) and
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009), and pertain to ranking the
nodes in the graph, with regards to a given set of
nodes calledpriors. In short, whilePageRankpro-
vides a global ranking of the nodes in the graph,P-PR
provides a ranking of the nodes with regards to the set
of the givenprior nodes. This is expressed in Equa-
tion 10. The only difference with equation 6 is that
each nodei has its own ”random jump” probability
to theprior nodes. Thus, for each nodei, P-PRhas a

βi, which expresses how often we may jump back to
the set of theprior nodes from nodei. The intuition
behindpriors is that certain nodes in the graph are fa-
vored against other. In a keyword extraction task the
priors set may contain the keywords appearing in the
document’s title.

P-PR(i) = (1 − βi) + βi ·
∑

j∈IN(i)

wij · P-PR(j)
∑

k∈OUT(j) wjk

(10)

4 SemanticRank

In this section we presentSemanticRank(illustrated
in Algorithm 1), our algorithm for ranking terms and
sentences based on their semantic relatedness. The
first step ofSemanticRankis the semantic graph cre-
ation. In the case of semantic keyword graphs, and
given a documentdj which belongs in a document
collectionD, as a preprocessing step, the algorithm
detects alln−grams of size up to5 words using a dic-
tionary look-up (i.e., bothWordNetandWikipedia),
and a sliding window, in order to identify candidate
keywords, which may be essentially composite terms.
The resulting set of terms (i.e., can be terms of1 to
5 words), which we denote asKdj

, is used for the
creation of a graphG with the vertices being all the
distinct termsti ∈ Kdj

. As edge weightswij Seman-
ticRankusesSRT(ti, tj) which captures the semantic
relatedness between termsti and tj . However, ide-
ally we would also like to incorporate inwij the sta-
tistical information of termsti, tj that we have from
their frequency of occurrence insidedj andD. Thus,
Equation 11 shows this combination, and it is the for-
mula according to whichSemanticRankcomputes the
edge weightswij in the case of the semantic keyword
graphs. In the case of semantic sentence graphs cre-
ation,SemanticRankinitializesG with all the distinct
sentencesSeni in dj as vertices, and it uses Equation
5 to compute the weights between every pair of ver-
tices (i.e., between every pair of sentences). In Algo-
rithm 1 we denote the set of distinct sentences indj

with Sendj
.

wij = λti,tj
· SRT(ti, tj) (11)

In both cases, for the given documentdj , and af-
ter the creation of the semantic graph, nodes may be
ranked according to the values produced by apply-
ing either Equation 6, or Equations 7 and 8. For the
case of semantic keyword graphs, the top-k ranked
nodes are selected as the most important keywords
of dj . For the case of semantic sentence graphs, the



Algorithm 1 SemanticRank(D,Mode)

1: INPUT: A text document collectionD, and a
Modeflag.

2: OUTPUT: A ranking R of the semantic graph
nodes for every documentdj ∈ D.
Execute(D,Mode)

3: if Modeis Keywordsthen
4: Identify composite terms of length up to5

words
5: end if
6: Compute and indexTF-IDF values for all terms
7: for all dj ∈ D do
8: G: An initially empty graph
9: G = ConstructSemanticGraph(dj ,Mode)

10: R = RankNodes(G)
11: end for

ConstructSemanticGraph(dj ,Mode)
12: G: an initially empty graph
13: if Modeis Keywordsthen
14: Initialize G with Kdj

15: else
16: Initialize G with Sendj

17: end if
18: for all pairs of vertices(vi, vj) do
19: if Modeis Keywordsthen
20: wi,j = wj,i = λvi,vj

· SRT(vi, vj)
21: else
22: wi,j = wj,i = SRS(vi, vj)
23: end if
24: end for
25: RETURN G

RankNodes(G)
26: Execute Weighted PageRank inG
27: R = Rank vertices ofG in descending order of

PageRank values
28: RETURN R with their PageRank values

top-k ranked nodes are selected as the set of sen-
tences, put together to constitute the automatically
generated summary ofdj . In Algorithm 1 we may
substitute line26 with any of the ranking options dis-
cussed in Section 3.3. An analogy can be also drawn
with PageRank’srandom surfer model, where a user
browses the Web by following links from any given
Web page. In the context of text modelling,Seman-
ticRankimplements what we refer to astext surfing,
which relates to the concept of text cohesion (Halli-
day and Hasan, 1976), i.e., from a certain concept in
a text, we are likely tofollow ”links” to related con-
cepts, meaning concepts that have lexical or semantic
relation to the current concept.

5 Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation is performed in two
tasks: (a) keyword extraction, and (b) text summa-
rization. In both cases we create a semantic graph
for each document and we rank the nodes accord-
ingly, using Algorithm 1. For our evaluation we
use all the ranking algorithm alternatives described
in Section 3.3, and compare results with state of the
art approaches that use the same ranking algorithms
but different graph creation and edge weighting ap-
proaches. The various tested ranking alternatives
are: weightedSemanticRank(Sem) usingPageRank
(WPR), andHITS(WHITS), and unweightedSemant-
icRank(USem) using the original versions ofPageR-
ank (UPR) and HITS (UHITS). In the case of key-
word extraction we evaluate additionally theAver-
aged PageRank Weighting(APW) andPageRank Pri-
ors (PPR), where theprior nodes were set to the
terms occurring in each abstract’s title.

5.1 Keyword Extraction

We appliedSemanticRankin an automated keyword
extraction task on the Inspec database4. The Inspec
database stores abstracts of journal papers from com-
puter science and information technology and the
keyword extraction task aims in selecting the most
descriptive keywords for each abstract. Each abstract
has been already assigned keywords by professional
indexers, which constitute the gold standards for sys-
tems’ comparison. The mean number of assigned
terms per abstract from the experts is7.63. The goal
is to extract as many of the keywords suggested by the
professional indexers as possible for each abstract.
In this data set our results are directly comparable to
the works in (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and (Hulth,
2003).

We evaluateSemanticRank(Sem) using varyingk
values (5, 10, 15, and 20), where k stands for the
number of keywords to be extracted from each ab-
stract. In Table 1 we report the results of macro-
averaged precision (P ), recall (R), and F-Measure
(F ) over all abstracts. Precision for each abstract is
the number of correctly extracted keywords, divided
by the number of extracted keywords, and recall dif-
fers only in the denominator (number of keywords
suggested by the indexers). We also present the best
reported results for the algorithms in (Mihalcea and
Tarau, 2004), and (Hulth, 2003). Results show that
SemanticRankwith weightedPageRankgives better
F-Measure from the approaches in (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004) and (Hulth, 2003) fork = 15 andk = 20

4Many thanks to Anette Hulth for providing us the data set used in her
keyword extraction experiments.



Method P R F

Sem (k=5)

WPR 0.396 0.121 0.1853
WHITS 0.348 0.088 0.14
APW 0.556 0.185 0.278
P-PR 0.659 0.226 0.337

Sem (k=10)

WPR 0.368 0.2463 0.296
WHITS 0.335 0.138 0.195
APW 0.498 0.331 0.398
P-PR 0.524 0.352 0.422

Sem (k=15)

WPR 0.371 0.364 0.368
WHITS 0.355 0.241 0.287
APW 0.449 0.442 0.446
P-PR 0.451 0.441 0.446

Sem (k=20)
WPR 0.376 0.466 0.417

WHITS 0.374 0.312 0.34
APW 0.421 0.532 0.47
P-PR 0.418 0.514 0.46

USem (k=5)
UPR 0.057 0.046 0.048

UHITS 0.061 0.053 0.055

USem (k=10)
UPR 0.06 0.102 0.07

UHITS 0.06 0.108 0.072

USem (k=15)
UPR 0.052 0.116 0.069

UHITS 0.054 0.123 0.072

USem (k=20)
UPR 0.052 0.14 0.074

UHITS 0.053 0.151 0.076
Michalcea (2004) 0.312 0.431 0.362

Hulth (2003) 0.252 0.517 0.339

Table 1: Results of the keyword extraction task in the
Inspec database.

and always better from weightedHITS. APWandP-
PRhave higher F-Measure thanWPR, achieving top
performance (bold values), withAPWproducing the
best F-Measure fork = 20. In this case, the dif-
ference betweenAPW andTextRank, both in preci-
sion and recall, was found statistically significant at
the 0.95 confidence level, using Fisher’s exact test.
In addition, we can observe that the unweighted ver-
sions ofPageRankandHITS produce very poor re-
sults. This shows that our method benefits greatly
from the suggested edges’ weighing scheme.

5.2 Text Summarization

We evaluatedSemanticRankin two different text
summarization tasks: single-document, and multi-
document summarization. As in the keyword extrac-
tion task, we evaluate both the weighted and the un-
weighted versions ofSemanticRank(SemandUSem)
usingWPR, WHITS, UPR, andUHITS respectively.
We also compare against state of the art results in the
used data sets, and we report on results from related

System F-Measure

Sem
WPR 0.40996(0.39067 − 0.4292)

WHITS 0.3651(0.3435 − 0.38609)

USem
UPR 0.2951(0.2727 − 0.3195)

UHITS 0.3132(0.2901 − 0.3375)
T 0.4131(0.3922 − 0.434)
P 0.4039(0.3843 − 0.4226)
O 0.3905(0.3663 − 0.4132)
V 0.3885(0.368 − 0.4085)
Q 0.3857(0.3616 − 0.4089)

Baseline 0.3549(0.3329 − 0.3756)

Table 2: Results (F-Measure) of the single-document
summarization task, (DUC 2001).

System F-Measure

Sem
WPR 0.4971(0.4799 − 0.5164)

WHITS 0.3836(0.3815 − 0.4047)

USem
UPR 0.3086( 0.297-0.32084)

UHITS 0.2851( 0.2735-0.297)
TextRank 0.4904

S27 0.5011
S31 0.4914
S28 0.489
S21 0.4869
S29 0.4681

Baseline 0.4779

Table 3: Results (F-Measure) of the single-document
summarization task, (DUC 2002).

methods (i.e.,TextRank) when possible.

5.2.1 Single Document Summarization

In the single-document summarization task we
have used the data sets of theDocument Understand-
ing Conference(DUC) from the 2001 and 2002 com-
petitions. The two data sets comprise308 and567
news articles respectively. For both data sets, two
reference summaries per document were provided.
The task for the participating systems in both com-
petitions was to provide for each document a sum-
mary of at most100 words. Thus, we applySe-
manticRankby first ranking sentences following Al-
gorithm 1, and then by merging them, starting from
the top ranked sentences, until the100 words limit
is reached. For the evaluation against the refer-
ence summaries, we are using theROUGE toolkit,
which is based onN−grams, and has been the stan-
dard evaluation methodology for the summarization
task (Lin and Hovy, 2003) in all the recent DUC



competitions. Since inDUC 2001 andDUC 2002
the ROUGEsystem was not the standard evaluation
toolkit, we implemented the evaluation of the two
tasks inROUGE. The setup we adopted for ROUGE
was (Ngram(1,1), stemmed words and no stopwords),
identical to the one adopted in (Mihalcea and Tarau,
2004).

In Table 2 we present the F-Measure values pro-
duced fromROUGEfor SemanticRank, and the top5
performing systems (participating systemsT, P, O,
V, and Q), for the 2001 data set. Similarly, Table
3 presents the results for the 2002 data set. In both
cases we report the performance of a simple baseline
method, that takes the first sentences from each arti-
cle, until the limit of 100 words is reached. When
available, we also present the results from (Mihal-
cea and Tarau, 2004), and also the0.95 confidence
intervals for the F-Measure values, as these were
generated byROUGE. The results in the two tables
show thatSemanticRank, when the weighted version
of PageRank is used, produces very high F-Measure
score. In both cases, our system ranks among the top
2 systems in the task.

5.2.2 Multi Document Summarization

For the multi document summarization task we
used the data from theDUC 2007 update task. The
data set consists of250 documents organized in top-
ics, and each topic is further divided into three clus-
ters, for each of which gold standard summaries are
provided by evaluators. In this case, the average of
ROUGE-2andROUGE-SU4scores are used for eval-
uation. Table 4 presents the average F-Measure val-
ues for both scores. We also report the top−5 per-
forming systems in the respective task, as well as the
performance of the generic baseline that was used
in this case. As Table 4 shows, the combination of
SemanticRankwith the weightedPageRankproduces
better results than weightedHITSand the unweighted
versions. This drop in performance compared to the
results in the single-document summarization task
can be partly explained by the fact that in this case
the DUC 2007 update taskallows for the system to
assume previous knowledge for the document clus-
ters B and C of each topic. In our case, we have
not embedded any methodology that takes advantage
of this knowledge. Regarding the top system in Ta-
ble 4, systemS40, is the system calledGISTEXTER
(Hickl et al., 2007).GISTEXTERuses textual infer-
ence and textual contradiction to construct represen-
tations of knowledge encoded in a document collec-
tion. The system comprises four components: ques-
tion processing, sentence retrieval, sentence ranking,
and summary generation. However, for the summary

System F (R-2) F (R-SU4)

Sem
WPR 0.093 0.133

WHITS 0.078 0.115

USem
UPR 0.031 0.069

UHITS 0.028 0.062
S40 0.111 0.143
S55 0.098 0.135
S45 0.096 0.132
S44 0.093 0.136
S47 0.093 0.130

Baseline 0.085 0.122

Table 4: Results of the multi-document summariza-
tion task (DUC 2007 update task).

generation component, a set of heuristics is used to
generate the summary. In a similar approach (Amini
and Usunier, 2007), where coherent text fragments
are sought with regards to the initial question, the au-
thors show that query expansion using a contextual
approach may lead to find important terms for the
summary, among different related documents. Their
system ranked among the top in the main task of
DUC 2007, leading to the conclusion that for a multi-
document summarization system, a contextual ap-
proach might be more efficient thanSemanticRank.

However, from the results presented in Tables 2, 3
and 4, we experienced a very good performance of
SemanticRankin ranking sentences for the text sum-
marization task, with the weighted ranking variations
producing always better results than the unweighted.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introducedSemanticRank, a new al-
gorithm for ranking keywords and text segments us-
ing measures of semantic relatedness. The novelty
of the algorithm is its semantic graph creation step,
which is based on a measure of semantic relatedness
that combinesWordNetand Wikipedia. We evalu-
atedSemanticRankusing several alternatives for its
ranking step, all based on weighted and unweighted
variations ofPageRankandHITS. Results in keyword
extraction and text summarization experiments show
that it performs favorably over state of the art re-
lated methods, and that the selected edges’ weighting
boosts its performance. In our future work we will
examine the potentiality of more graph-based ranking
methods, and it is on our next plans to embedSeman-
ticRankon more linguistic tasks, such as sentiment
analysis and opinion mining.
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